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ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
Describe architectural features. Evaluate the characteristics of this building in terms of other buildings within the community.
Started in 1883 and finished in 1885, the Connecticut River Railroad Depot is set toward the rear of a large lot bordered by
Lyman street to the north, Mosher Street to the south, and Bowers Street to the east. The building's western elevation is set
along the unused tracks of the Connecticut River Railroad. The building is one-and-one-half stories, built of Vinalhaven granite
with Longmeadow brownstone trim, a characteristic treatment of architect Henry Hobson Richardson. The station has a simple
rectangular footprint, 145 feet long and 38 feet deep. The roofline is gabled, its ridge set parallel to the tracts. This roof is broken
by two broad cross gables on both the east and west elevation; these originally lit the double-height waiting room inside. The
broad gables are flanked by smaller gabled dormers that mark the two-story portions of the building, which had contained
ancillary spaces. A granite chimney breaks the roofline of the building just to the north of the east cross gable.
A hip-roof porch, serving as a passenger shed, originally ran along all four sides of the building. Set at grade, the porch is paved
with brick laid in a herringbone pattern. The roof is supported on thick wooden posts that branch out into three-part capital. The
porch along the southern elevation and part of the eastern elevation has been enclosed. This enclosure has a cinderblock
facade, painted, and is reached by a poured concrete ramp that provides access to a loading dock. This is the most significant
alteration to the building. The main eastern elevation originally had two entrances into the central waiting room. Between these
are three, three-part windows. The broad gable has a bank of six windows, divided in a three-part Palladian fashion with a broad
arch at the center, flanked by square-headed windows. The flanking dormers each have two smaller, nearly square windows.
Windows of similar size and proportion light the gable ends. The walls of the building, of rough gray granite, are laid in a random
ashlar pattern. This is accentuated by trim of Longmeadow brownstone, used as a series of belt courses in the lower part of the
first floor, and as window surrounds on both levels. In the cross gable rough brownstone is employed as piers and lintels, and
the voussoirs of the broad arches while smooth brownstone is employed as mullions on the center window. The windows of the
dormers likewise have brownstone surrounds. Finally the outline of each gable and dormer is called out by brownstone coping.
The copings have failed and are missing on a portion of the dormers on the west elevation. The building retains its original slate
roof. Most of the windows through the building have been sealed. First-floor windows have been covered in plywood sheets.
Those in the gable ends and dormers have been filled with concrete blocks. Openings that have not been sealed appear to
retain their original wooden windows. These are most notable in the east gable.
The lot on which the building is set was originally steeply sloping. It has been graded to create a broad flat area level with the
grade of Bowers Street. This has necessitated high granite retaining walls that run along the Lyman and Mosher Street sides of
the property. The latter street was lowered as part of the construction of this building, with the railroad line running on an iron
bridge over the street. The retaining wall is of rough granite at is topped by an iron railing. The depot was reached at grade from
Bowers Street and by two broad staircases that connected the property to Lyman and Mosher Street. These were built with iron
treads and risers, but only the stringers, of the same material, remain and are currently in a ruinous state. The main yard
surrounding the depot is paved with asphalt, now largely overgrown. A high chainlink fence separates the yard from the tracks at
the rear. An express office (2 Bowers Street, HLY.1455) of slightly later construction is situated on the northwest corner of the
lot.
Although largely ignored in the context of the architect's oeuvre, the Connecticut River Railroad Depot at Holyoke, designed by
Henry Hobson Richardson around 1883 and completed in 1885, is a crucial work by one of the most important figures in the
history of American architecture. While Richardson's designs for suburban railroad stations have garnered him critical acclaim,
Holyoke has the distinction of being by far the largest city for which Richardson completed a depot. It is one of only two of his
more than a dozen stations (at least 25 more, including a large depot at Springfield, were designed by his successors Shepley,
Rutan and Coolidge) that was located in an urban area. 1 Indeed, shortly after his death Richardson biographer Mariana Griswold
1

Jeffrey Karl Oschner, "Architecture for the Boston and Albany Railroad 1881-1894" Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians Vol. 47, No. 2 (June
1988), 109-131.
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Van Rensselaer bemoaned in 1888 that it was "to be regretted that the architect was never commissioned to build a great
terminal railway station." 2
The only other urban station he designed was at New London, Connecticut (begun in 1885 and completed in 1887, after the
architect's death), whose 1880 population was less than half that of Holyoke. At New London, Richardson designed a large,
compact brick building, with a two-story facade set on an urban square. It employed many of the same details of the architect's
Sever Hall at Harvard and responded to its dense surroundings. The Holyoke Depot, on the other hand, is decidedly suburban,
and closely reflects the architect's solution for the depots in the western suburbs of Boston, for which he is most famous. Indeed,
it is closely related to the architect's South Framingham Depot of the same moment (417 Waverley Street, 1883, FRM.405, NR
01/17/1975). As a result, most previous scholars have grouped this building among those examples. But the Holyoke building
highlights a number of key aspects of Richardson's work, as well as the contradictions of his model when applied to the
landscape of Holyoke. Picturesque and romantic instead of urbane and monumental, it stands in odd contrast to the urban
image that Holyoke's backers cultivated in the nineteenth century, an image most clearly burnished by the 1874 City Hall, built
just a year after the city's incorporation, but larger, more elaborate, and more expensive than municipal buildings in cities ten
times Holyoke's size.

HISTORICAL NARRATIVE
Discuss the history of the building. Explain its associations with local (or state) history. Include uses of the building, and the role(s) the
owners/occupants played within the community.
With the construction of the Connecticut River Railroad, historian Constance Green noted, "a new era dawned for Ireland
Parish," the rural part of what was then West Springfield, later to become the site of Holyoke. A rail connection from Springfield
to Northampton via Chicopee had been proposed as early as 1842; in 1845, a more westerly route was decided upon, bisecting
Ireland Parish in anticipation of industrial development, powered by the falls of the Connecticut River, that was already proposed
there. It was the promise of a large freight business that caused railroad sponsors to invest in the line. 3 The eventual city plan of
Holyoke was superimposed over the railroad's curving right-of-way, which mirrored a bend in the river, above where the line
crossed from Chicopee. On the city plan the large, irregular plot between Dwight and Appleton street, south of Main (then
Crescent Street) and west of a steep incline eventually called Depot Hill, was set aside for railroad purposes. While the first
Holyoke passenger depot of the Connecticut River Railroad was located near the site of the subject building, by 1850 it had
been relocated to a point near the intersection of Main and Dwight streets, an intersection that became known as Depot Square.
There it adjoined freight yards and required passengers to navigate the grade crossings of a number of freight tracks. The
modest, wood-frame, Gothic Revival station grew increasingly inadequate to accommodate the city's growing population in the
third quarter of the nineteenth century. This was especially the case during the years of mass immigration, particularly from
Canada, where the city's depot might be an immigrant's first stop in the United States. At the same time freight on the city's lines
was also increasing rapidly; about 100 cars were received daily, and an equal number departed the city in a day.
The need for a new depot was recognized as early as the 1870s, but the question of where to locate the new depot proved a
vexing one. Every site along the railroad's line between Cabot and Front street was considered in the early 1880s. The selected
location on Bowers Street between Lyman and Mosher, identified in 1883, relocated the depot about 250 yards to the north of
the old one, and from the west to the east side of the tracks. By lowering Mosher Street under the tracks - which would be
carried by a new bridge - the problem of passengers crossing the tracks at grade was eliminated. New dedicated passenger
spurs, not shared with freight as they had been at the previous location, allowed the company to go forward with a planned
expansion of service to Springfield, with trains running every half hour. The new station was just over 400 feet east of the
intersection of Dwight and Main streets, then considered the center of Holyoke. 4 Still, the chosen site excited a fair amount of
controversy, as it moved the depot further from the emerging center of the city, then consolidating around city hall and the
intersection of Dwight and High streets. The Springfield Republican noted in 1883 that "A large majority of the citizens favor the
location occupied by the present depot, and a strong argument in its favor is the fact that the city is growing very rapidly in a
southerly direction, while the there is little room for growth north of Lyman street or east of Bowers. It is argued that Dwight and
Appleton streets are to be the two main thoroughfares running east and west and that the depot should be located somewhere
2

Mariana Griswold Van Rensselaer Henry Hobson Richardson and His Works. 1888. Reprint, Dover Publications, 1969, 98
Green Holyoke, 18-19
4 "The New Holyoke Depot" Springfield Republican 5/21/1883, 6
3
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between the two, instead of at Lyman street, which is out of the way of the majority." 5 By the summer of 1883, when the site had
been approved by the city council and rail commissioners, some prominent manufacturers had threatened to build a narrowgauge railroad to the city to compete with the company. 6
Despite the controversy, work on grading the site and building the necessary embankments began in late 1883, with the
construction of the building proceeding over the course of the next year. According to Van Rensselaer, the commission for the
depot was in the hands of Henry Hobson Richardson by November of 1883. 7 By this date the architect had become renowned
for his work, beginning in 1881, on stations for the Boston and Albany Railroad, which had been formed by the merger of the
Western Railroad, which ran from Springfield to Albany and the Boston and Worcester. Richardson's ties with the railroad
interests ran deep, largely due to his connections with James A. Rumrill, a classmate and close friend of Richardson and
Harvard. He was the son of James B. Rumrill and son-in-law of Chester W. Chapin. The elder men were important figures in the
development of transportation networks in western Massachusetts, with Chapin serving as president of the Connecticut River
Railroad, the Western Railroad, and its later successor the Boston and Albany. Through these men the young Richardson, then
recently graduated the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, was allowed to submit a winning entry for the Unity Church in Springfield (186669, demolished). That commission solidified the architect's early career and led to a number of important commissions, including
the Western Railroad's offices at Springfield (1867-69, demolished). 8
Given both Richardson's long association with the Springfield railroad magnates and the long period over which a new Holyoke
depot was discussed, it is possible that Richardson began preparatory designs for the station here before the Lyman and
Bowers street site was selected. Nine undated sheets identified as the Holyoke Depot survive in the architect's collection of
drawings at Houghton Library, Harvard University. These include a preliminary sketch and presentation drawing for an executed
scheme, an unexecuted floor plan, and six iterative drawings of gabled dormers like those on the building's east and west
elevation. The evolution of Richardson's composition represented by these sketches is particularly noteworthy, especially in
comparison to the finished design.
The drawings for the proposed scheme seem to indicate a flat site with direct access to the street and were likely intended for
another location, perhaps the Depot Square site of the older station, or perhaps at the present site, with the building's front
oriented toward Mosher Street. The front of the building would have been oriented toward the street with a tall spindly tower at
one corner. This tower, with its sharply pointed roof, recalled the architect's earliest work, particularly his Worcester High School
(demolished). It is also not dissimilar to his Brattle Square Church in Boston of 1869-73 (110 Commonwealth Avenue,
BOS.3472, NR 2/23/1972) and his Buffalo State Hospital in New York, construction of which began in 1869. The choice of
materials of the proposed Holyoke depot at this stage is unclear from the sketches. 9 While the distinctive voussoirs of the broad
arches on both side gables suggest the Longmeadow brownstone for which the architect is most noted. Yet the windows on the
upper floors of the tower exhibit flat lintels with segmental relieving arches above, suggesting not only that the building was
intended to be of red brick, but also that this drawing was made early in Richardson's career. Relieving arches were virtually
unknown in Richardson's work after 1870, except at the carriage house on the East 18th Street elevation of the J.J Glessner
House at Chicago (see Oschner 134c). Relieving arches were proposed for the Trinity Church Rectory of 1879-80 (233
Clarendon Street, BOS.2695, NR 2/23/1972) and the Higginson House at Boston of 1881-83 (demolished) but eliminated in the
final scheme of both (O'Gorman, Selected Drawings, 5b and 7C) This suggests a scheme of red brick. Few other of
Richardson's projects, other than the Springfield High School, employed this motif. A related Holyoke sketch, perhaps a
refinement of the scheme depicted in the presentation drawings, shows the tower's proportions appearing more robust, with a
greater suggestion of the rough ashlar. The six dormer drawings indicate a similar evolution - from a scheme employing a broad
segmental arch to a variety of iterations of the Palladian-type format of the present dormers, some with and some without
relieving arches. These drawings also indicate that Richardson considered three paired arches as well as a single broad arch
(like the one seen at South Framingham) in this location. Together, these design elements suggest that the drawings were
prepared at an earlier date - perhaps a decade before - the completion of the station.

5

"Holyoke's New Depot" Springfield Republican 6/3/1883, 6
Springfield Republican 7/15/1883, 4
7 Van Rensselaer, 140.
8 Jeffrey Karl Ochsner, H.H. Richardson Complete Architectural Works Cambridge: MIT Press, 1982, 25-33
9 At this time sketches have only been accessed through their microfilmed surrogates, reproduced in black and white. It is unclear if the original drawings are
colored.
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In the completed scheme at Holyoke Richardson employed what was by 1883 a familiar scheme: a steeply sloping roofline with
broad gables, sheltering rough-cut ashlar. He had perfected this motif a few years earlier in his first stations at Auburndale,
Palmer, and North Easton, all of which were begun in 1881. In the context of Holyoke's landscape of vertically-oriented red brick
buildings, however, the depot stood out dramatically. For this project, Norcross Brothers of Worcester served as the general
contractor for the building, with J.M. Durkee serving as Foreman. The Norcross Brothers were important collaborators with
Richardson. As historian Jeffery Ochsner and others have noted, the consistently high quality of Richardson's work, and
particularly that of his stations, was due to his partnership with the Norcross Brothers, who were considered his "master
builders." In part construction expediencies led to the similarity of the stations designed by Richardson and built by Norcross.
"The materials and details of all of them," historian Jeffery Oschner has noted, "As a result, Norcross would generally have been
able to construct the stations without difficulty, and the architects could, in turn, rely on Norcross to maintain a consistently high
level of workmanship." 10 S.T. Lyman and Son was the plumbing contractor for the Holyoke station. The building itself cost about
$40,000, while grading and relocation of rail lines cost and an additional $100,000. The Holyoke Depot does not appear to have
been set in a landscaped setting. Most of Richardson's suburban stations were set in picturesque grounds, heavily planted and
planned by Frederick Law Olmsted. This was an essential characteristic of Richardson's stations, absent at Holyoke. Historian
James F. O'Gorman described the relationship between Richardson's stations and Olmsted's landscaping as a "marriage of
architecture and site that extended beyond the buildings themselves into their surroundings, a fact that generated much of the
early writing about them." 11 Instead of the broad turf planted with ornamental shrubs situated in a picturesque manner found in
the stations near Boston, a photograph of this building published in 1888 by Van Rensselaer shows the building surrounded by
an open gravel lot. It is unclear if further landscaping was planned, but period illustrations show this yard as busy with vehicles.
This marked a further contrast from the architect's Boston and Albany stations but highlighted the urban nature of the Holyoke
site.
The building was completed early in 1885; the first trains stopped at the station at the beginning of February that year. Despite
the mismatch of the design to the site, the building won acclaim locally when it was finished. One prominent citizen called it a
"liberal education for Holyoke." Of the building' style, the Springfield Republican noted: "the architecture of the building
introduces the broad, low and substantial-appearing proportions that characterize the old English cottage." Inside, the center of
the building contained a large waiting room, to be used by men and women. This space was 72 feet by 35 feet and 34 feet high.
The open-timbered roof was finished in oak with diagonal trusses - a feature seen on other Richardson stations of this moment,
including the similar one at South Framingham. It was lit by the large gabled dormers on each side. Off the waiting room were a
ticket office, a telegraph room for the Western Union Company, and bathrooms. On the south side of the building there was also
a women's reception room of 17 by 35. On the north side of the building were a men's smoking room and a so-called "emigrants
room" that was meant to handle the crowds of new arrivals to the station. The emigrant room was a special and necessary
feature, as the paper noted, "frequently French Canadian families with all their belongings reach the city and camp in the waiting
rooms till the husband and father can find a tenement." The upper floor of the building contained rental office space. The building
was received warmly by Holyoke citizens. another, the wife of a prominent mill owner, provided carpets, chairs, sofas, a centertable, and pier glass at her own expense for the women's waiting room. 12 A sketch and floor plan of the building was published
in American Architect and Building News in 1887 along with a number of other Richardson stations.
The Connecticut River Railroad was acquired by the Boston and Maine Railroad in 1893. The building served as the Holyoke
depot until 1960. Passenger rail service to Holyoke was gradually reduced through the 1960s and suspended service here. The
building was sold in 1960 to Polep Brothers Real Estate, who did business as Nonotuck Development Corporation. They
converted the building to a warehouse. It was later used as an auto parts store. The building was owned for a time by the
Holyoke Gas and Electric Department, which has its offices in an adjoining building on Canal Street (5 Canal Street, HLY. 71).
They sold it to its present owner in 2019. It is currently vacant.

10

Oschner "Architecture for the Boston and Albany" 109, 120
James F. O'Gorman H.H. Richardson: Architectural Forms for an American Society (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), 115
12 "Holyoke's New Depot" Springfield Republican 2/1/1885, 3
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View of east elevation from the southeast. Photo by Zachary Violette
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View of west elevation from Mosher and Canal street. Photo by Zachary Violette
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View of north gable end. Photo by Zachary Violette
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Far view from north showing Boston and Maine Express Office (HLY.1455) at right. Photo by Zachary Violette
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View of south elevation from the southeast showing enclosed portions of porch. Photo by Zachary Violette
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View along tracks showing passenger shed. Photo by Zachary Violette
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Center element of east elevation. Photo by Zachary Violette
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Detail of east center gable. Photo by Zachary Violette
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Ruins of iron stairs (left) with retaining wall along Lyman Street. Photo by Zachary Violette
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H.H. Richardson, Perspective Drawing, Proposal for Connecticut River Railroad Station at Holyoke. Late 1870s/early 1880s?
Note the contrast to the final design as built. MS Typ 1096. Houghton Library, Harvard College Library.
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H.H. Richardsons, Perspective Drawing, Proposal for Connecticut River Railroad Station at Holyoke. Late 1870s/early 1880s?
Note the evolution from the previous drawing. Note MS Typ 1096. Houghton Library, Harvard College Library.

H.H. Richardson. Dormer Design Drawing, Connecticut River Railroad Depot at Holyoke. This is one of a series of six such
drawings showing the iteration of the design of the central dormer. This represents the solution as built. MS Typ 1096. Library,
Harvard College Library.
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H.H. Richardson. Dormer Design Drawing, Connecticut River Railroad Depot at Holyoke. This is one of a series of six such
drawings showing the iteration of the design of the central dormer. This represents an earlier design than what was built but
shows

H.H. Richardson. Dormer Design Drawing, Connecticut River Railroad Depot at Holyoke. This is one of a series of six such
drawings showing the iteration of the design of the central dormer. This represents a much earlier, segmental arch design with
brick voissoirs. Library, Harvard College Library.
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Sketch of exterior of station showing original appearance. From "Stations on the Boston and Albany Railroad Designed by the
late H.H. Richardson, architect, Brookline Mass" Sketched by E.Eldon Dean. American Architect and Building News 2/26/1

Floorplan of the station. From "Stations on the Boston and Albany Railroad Designed by the late H.H. Richardson, architect,
Brookline Mass" Sketched by E.Eldon Dean. American Architect and Building News 2/26/1887
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View of Holyoke depot published in Van Rensselaer Henry Hobson Richardson and His Works, 188. Page. 100. Note the
Gilbert Potvin Tenement, (103-105 Lyman Street, 1881, HLY.1468) then newly built, at right.
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National Register of Historic Places Criteria Statement Form

Check all that apply:
Individually eligible

Eligible only in a historic district

Contributing to a potential historic district

Potential historic district

Criteria:

A

B

Criteria Considerations:

C

D

A

B

C

D

Statement of Significance by:

E

F

G

Zachary Violette

The criteria that are checked in the above sections must be justified here.

Although largely ignored in the context of the architect's oeuvre, the Connecticut River Railroad Depot at Holyoke, designed by
Henry Hobson Richardson around 1883 and completed in 1885, is a crucial work by one of the most important figures in the
history of American architecture. While the building is closely related to the architect's South Framingham Depot of the same
moment (417 Waverley Street, 1883, FRM.405, NR 01/17/1975), the Holyoke building also highlights a number of key aspects of
Richardson's work, as documented in the attached inventory form. As a result, the building is eligible for listing under Criteria C,
representing the work of a master, possessing high artistic values, and is distinctive of its type, period, and method of
construction. Further, as the building served as Holyoke's primary passenger depot for over 70 years it played an important role
in the life of the community. In that role, it was significant as the port of entry of many of the city's immigrants. The building is
therefore also eligible for listing under Criteria A at the local level for its association with an event, a series of events or
activities, or patterns of an area's development.
The building has suffered only minor alterations in the enclosed of the southern portion of the porch with concrete block walls
and the boarding over of window openings. The state of preservation of the interior of the building was not determined as part of
this survey.
The adjoining Boston and Maine Railroad Company Express Office (12 Bowers Street, HLY.1455) should be considered along
with the depot.
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